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This paper argues that the role of the exhibition has begun 
to impact contemporary architecture’s concept of room; a 
result of conflating the room of the project with the room 
of the exhibition. For both the home and the exhibition the 
room can be recognized as a space constructed by its con-
tent. Understood in the broadest sense as an enclosure for 
inhabitation, the domestic room contrasts with the exhibi-
tion room, whose content is disseminated, produced, and 
received through a much wider set of ‘channels’ and media. 
Yet, in a moment in which our media and information plat-
forms give architects access to everything at once, practices 
have begun to use the room as both a container of an occu-
pant’s life, and a container of architectural histories. Within 
this “atemporal” moment, contemporary architecture has 
sought to display its referential production just as much as 
the individual has sought to display theirs. As a result, the 
rooms of both the exhibition and the architectural project 
have begun to assimilate, often bringing about a denial of 
open space with room agglomerations. The paper thus seeks 
to unfold an analysis of the contemporary exhibition room 
through the 2017 Chicago Architecture Biennial and its family 
tree. 

INTRODUCTION
When the 2017 Chicago Architecture Biennial asked the 
architectural discipline to “Make New History,” a specifi c 
temporal reconfi gurati on was on the mind of the curators, 
Sharon Johnston and Mark Lee of Johnston Marklee (JML). As 
Lee underlined, the Biennial att empted to explore a precise 
form of history; a landscape from which the grand historical 
narrati ve could be replaced with something that was open, 
accessible, and had several points of entry and exit.1 The 
theme called into questi on architecture’s incessant neces-
sity for the new and, instead, proff ered historical integrati on 
through a fl att ening of referents (images, narrati ves, tech-
niques, and styles) now freely accessible. In a Biennial that 
opened up this expansive plane of architecture as ahistori-
cal or atemporal,2 the classifi cati ons of space and ti me (past, 
present, and future) blurred, and so did architecture’s.

The Chicago Cultural Center itself coerced not simply a 
curatorial response, but a design approach that, as Lee says, 
was grounded in a “new taxonomy of space—a collecti on 
of rooms—that for us had inherent ideas about how work 
might be curated and displayed in each.”3 In such an atem-
poral moment, individual narrati ves must be explicit less any 
distorti on be inadvertently perceived. Perhaps a reacti on to 

the diverse positi on (or lack thereof) of the 2015 version, the 
2017 Biennial made explicit its propositi onal debate. Yet, any 
universal tacti c towards the histories of over 100 parti cipants 
presented a problem. The building, originally constructed as 
a library and a war memorial, off ered a sporadic array of both 
form and fi nish. Large high ceiling spaces, awkward wide cor-
ridors, and expansive low ceiling areas, were adorned with 
21st century painted plasterboard, 20th century renovati ons 
of historical embellishment, and intricate 19th century deco-
rati on, material, and ornament. The context, constructed 
itself by way of grand historical narrati ve, dictated a form 
of spati al division to address the adequate display of the 
Biennial’s horizontal proposal. 

JML’s liquid defi niti on of secti ons (Building Histories, Material 
Histories, Civic Histories, and Images Histories) allowed cat-
egorizati on away from singular conglomerates, and, instead, 
enforced a dispersal throughout the whole building that 
forced projects to uti lize the various att ributes of the building 
to its full potenti al, atomizing each category and each space. 
For visitors sift ing through each level for works of interest, the 
Cultural Center was the smooth expanded fi eld of compila-
ti on; a visitor was not directed but searched through space. 
The tall tower models of Verti cal City—the third installment 
of the Chicago Tribune Tower competi ti on—were placed in 
the high ceiling Sidney R. Yates Hall; two-dimensional repre-
sentati on was displayed along corridors resurrected by Paul 
Anderson and Paul Preissner’s 5 Rooms, and Agenda’s Mies 
Understandings;4 and the two largest pieces of the Biennial, 
baukuh and Stefano Graziani’s (Study for) Chapel for Scenes 
of Public Life and Sylvia Lavin’s Super Models, produced with 
Norman Kelley and Erin Besler, were both placed in the Exhibit 
Hall. Each piece uti lized its space’s size and scale, with the last 
four projects acti ng as smaller exhibiti on rooms within them-
selves and showing a disti nct mistrust of open space. To some 
extent, these informati onal tacti cs of heterogeneous rooms 
pervaded the whole Biennial. From curatorial taxonomy, 
to exhibiti on design, to projects and their intellectual con-
tent, there was a defi niti ve focus on the room as the frame 
of display and as the content: an integrati on of the medium 
and the message, or subject and object. With much of the 
considerati on of the Biennial directed towards the image as 
a confl ator of architecture’s ahistorical moment,5 this accu-
mulati on pointed to a separate (a)history of the Biennial; the 
room.
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EXHIBITION ROOMS
While disti nct from the room of the art gallery which 
att empts to provide a frame for the arti st, the room of 
the architectural exhibiti on is forever muddied under the 
duality of displaying itself and others. Yet, similar to its art 
counterpart, the room of the architectural exhibiti on acts in 
a specifi c temporal setti  ng, providing a short term form of 
communicati on while simultaneously being spati ally experi-
enced. As Brian O’Doherty has noted in “Inside the White 
Cube: The Ideology of the Gallery Space”, the room of the 
gallery “gives the illusion that ti me is standing sti ll, as if on 
a pedestal.”6 It shuts down the concatenati ons of the world 
around and builds itself up as its own litt le empire, reduc-
ing spati al interpenetrati on from surrounding space. Its aim, 
to establish clear communicati on or communicate itself, is 
provided by its visual and physical frame from which the 
messages are expanded out into the larger world. Whether 
an architectural proposal—a la Mies Van Der Rohe and Lily 
Reich’s Glasraum at the Werkbund Austellung: Die Wohnung 
of 1927, which simultaneously exhibited new glass products 
of the Associati on of German Plate-Glass 55 Manufacturers 
and Mies’own concept of planar space—or a container for 
representati onal proposal—a la Superstudio’s Supersurface: 
An Alternate Model of Life on Earth at The New Domesti c 
Landscape Exhibiti on of 1972, which constructed an image 
of the infi nite in an enclosed room of mirrors—the room of 
the exhibiti on operates as a space to dwell and as a represen-
tati onal device.7 As O’Doherty put it, “the frame of the easel 
picture is as much a psychological container for the arti st as 

the room in which the viewer stands is for him or her.”8 The 
room of the exhibiti on is thus never a neutral canvas, but a 
medium operati ng between simulati on and reality, or form 
and representati on; consistently dealing with the limitati ons 
of media within a spati al envelope. 

Giovanna Borasi, curator for the Canadian Centre for 
Architecture (CCA), proposes a diff erent form of exhibiti on-
ism, explaining that “architecture will always be somewhere 
else: in the city, in the landscape, but never in an exhibiti on. 
In the exhibiti on there is only room for its surrogate.”9 This 
sibling, replica, or copy is a stand in. Removing any noti on 
of reality, Borasi says exhibiti ons are produced “for architec-
ture,” not “of, about, or on architecture.”10 Biased towards 
“built” forms, its directi ve seeks to engender movements, 
questi ons, and discussions through the medium of the exhi-
biti on, in turn sti rring up something deeper than the original 
and surrogate dichotomy; something of a discipline unto 
itself. Tina Di Carlo would agree, but opines this extension of 
knowledge through exhibiti onism remains architecture, “[a]s 
a theory of curatorial praxis, exhibiti onism proposes just this: 
an agent and instrumental form of display. Exhibiti onism looks 
at and thinks through the producti ve forces of display that go 
beyond mere knowledge producti on, although that remains 
an essenti al component. It proposes that the exhibiti on is a 
work of architecture, and as such, produces a disciplinarity 
ti ed to practi ce.”11 From both contemporary understandings, 
the exhibiti on shift s degrees of importance and with it archi-
tecture’s relati onship to it. As the Cameo noted soon aft er 
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Figure 1: Ground Plan of OFFICE 197 (Lisbon Triennale). OFFICE Kersten Geers David Van Severen, 2015 - 2016.
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the 2015 Chicago Biennial, “[e]xhibiti ons, which had previ-
ously served as the form or medium through which architects 
would convey projects and positi ons, have now become the 
content themselves.”12 In this regard, architecture’s positi on 
becomes a platf orm for exhibiti onism, and its constructi on is 
formed by the requirements of its mediati on.

As a precursor to Chicago’s conversati on on history’s tempo-
ral confl ati on, JML’s parti cipati on at the Lisbon Triennale of 
2016 exemplifi es the room as an agent of display. Choosing 
to use the open exterior space at the Museum of Art, 
Architecture and Technology in Lisbon, JML, Offi  ce KGDVS 
and Nuno Brandão Costa designed an exhibiti on space by 
combining an array of rooms from mostly residenti al proj-
ects of the three practi ces (fi g. 1). Assembling them together 
in bare white painted plasterboard to express each room 
internally and expose their steel frames externally, they ques-
ti oned the diff erence between the constructi on of form as 
display and display as form. The accumulati on of these rooms 
brought to the fore concerns of exhibiti on and architectural 
authorship, in sum insinuati ng a cross pollinati on of refer-
ents that emphasized the room as a representati onal device 
whose extension now reached further through new media. In 
this construct, the rooms were associati ons across ti me but 
formed in space. Like billboards, they replaced any noti on of 
simulati on with the explicit reality of reference and reduced 
domesti c architecture to a shell.

In Lisbon, rooms established disti ncti on, expressing them-
selves as citati ons that broke down open space to produce 
a fi eld of diff erence for content which was self-similar.13

Medium specifi c, they intertwined the architects’ own histo-
ries within the exhibiti on as separate elements, a formalized 
body of work. In Chicago the remnants of infl uence were 
apparent. Where Lisbon used agglomerati on, Chicago used 
individuati on, atomizing open space on the east side of the 
ground level at the Cultural Center with rooms of disti nct 
character. Filling in these large spaces with disconnected grey 
and blue boxes of asymmetrical entry architraves, squashed 
archways, and irregular room enfi lades—all reminiscent of 
JML’s idiosyncrati c Vault House secti onal fi gure—the proces-
sion of these small enclosures controlled the presentati on of 
each project. The Vault House (2013), reminiscent of a shot-
gun house, combines rooms of varying scales across three 
levels to privilege a view towards the beach. The house’s 
conceptual model shows open space fi lled in by individual 
rooms of the same secti onal fi gure, in turn constructi ng spa-
ti al depth through an indirect enfi lade of views. In this way, 
the house preempts Chicago to deny open space and expose 
the room as a machine of display. In Lisbon and Chicago, 
these qualiti es are exacerbated, with atomized rooms both 
ensuring the presentati on of the content while simultane-
ously being the content; each room is an exhibiti on in its 
own right. In this curatorial model, the room is not simply a 
trope of exhibiti onism, but a confl uence between exhibiti on 

architecture’s representati onal functi on and architecture’s 
own constructi on through representati on.

IMAGE ROOMS
For JML’s Lisbon collaborators, Offi  ce KGDVS, the concepti on 
of a room is something to be questi oned, as Enrique Walker 
explicitly underscored for their 2008 exhibiti on,“Seven Rooms
arti culates the trajectory of a decision, a problem deliber-
ately self-imposed and relentlessly addressed: the defi niti on 
of a room.”14 For that exhibiti on, much like Paul and Paul’s 5 
Rooms at the Chicago Biennial, an enfi lade is inserted into 
an existi ng wide corridor. Both enfi lades exhibit fault lines 
of recogniti on between context, frame, and content, and in 
the case of 5 Rooms, evokes the convergence between “fi ne 
arts and public works.”15 Offi  ce are happy to exacerbate 
this indisti ncti on quoti ng Pier Vitt orio Aureli that their work 
exhibits “the literal discourse of the minimalists from the 
1970s (not the contemporary ephemeral design minimalism, 
but ‘literal art’), be it in a slightly contaminated version.”16

In cases such as Offi  ce’s Weekend Home (2012) (fi g.2 & 3), 
the contaminati on is referenti al as each room is theatricized 
as one of the house’s referents from its conceptual collage. 
Mies Van der Rohe’s cruciform columns, David Hockney’s 
pool, Superstudio’s inexhausti ble white square module, and 
Henri Rousseau’s jungle, all become their own room, trans-
ferring two-dimensional layer into three-dimensional image 
in the enfi lade. In this role, the occupant is both subject 
of each scene and object of each room. The act of display 
extends into the spati al compositi on of the house to blur 
frame and content. The art criti c Michael Fried disparaged 
literalist art whose espousal of objecthood amounted to a 
similar marriage. As he noted, “the concept of a room is, most 
clandesti nely, important to literalist art and theory” because 
the work’s signifi cance relies on the beholder: the work itself 
cannot stand on its own, and “is basically a theatrical eff ect or 
quality—a kind of stage presence.”17 In Offi  ce’s contaminated 
version, the theatrics of each room seek an audience outside 
the spati al enclosure.18 These domesti c rooms are then more 
at place as images than as spaces. They are containers or con-
fl ators of history and elucidate their isomorphism with the 
room of the exhibiti on.

In Chicago, the models of Horizontal City also look to three 
dimensionalize the image. As to nod to 1980’s La Strada 
Novissima which impressed the importance of public 
space through the constructi on of a street of facades, JML 
reconsti tute Mies Van der Rohe IIT’s campus plan by ask-
ing parti cipants to reconstruct specifi c images of rooms as 
models in the place of campus buildings. Several projects, 
such as Urbanlab’s A Room Enclosed by Hills and Mountains, 
Karamuk* Kuo Architects’ Infi nitely Inti mate, and Bureau 
Spectacular’s Another Raumplan internalize their images 
further, using the medium of the model to construct an 
image literally. Explained through the several eye holes, 
light switches, and viewing frames, the architects control 
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chosen perspecti ves to restage rooms of choice, uti lizing the 
original image in a machinic manner. These small projects, 
adding to the accumulati on of rooms at the Biennial, are 
both autonomous and exhibiti ons in their own right. They are 
not necessarily spati ally experienced, but spati ally ingested 
as informati onal tacti cs, displaying the narrati ves of their 
formulati on and reference; somewhere between didacti c 
display and Thorn miniature room. If La Strada Novissima
emphasized the importance of public space through house 
facade that resulted in the self-representati onal images of 
architects,19 Horizontal City emphasized the urban plan that 
resulted in the image of a room; an expositi on of the widen-
ing polariti es of scale architecture now deals with. If we take 
Portughesi’s request that the facades of La Strada Novissima 
be representati ve of houses, the public image of domesti city 
was in direct relati onship to its physical public. Today, the new 
public facade of space has emerged as an interiorized monad, 
and its development has exposed a shift  from the individual-
ity of the public skin to the publicity of the individual(’s) space. 

In all platf orms, the Chicago Architecture Biennial illuminated 
a current stream of conscience within architecture. The 
room, as an informati onal tacti c, displays its content disti nc-
ti vely in seclusion from contaminati on, spati ally constructi ng 
the images which mediate architecture beyond its confi nes. 
Huddling together or on their own, rooms remain disti nct in 
their atomizati on of space to provide for the perfect scenic 
frame for deeper imagery and containable referenti al narra-
ti ves. Its use at the Chicago Biennial emphasizes its relati on 
to the presentati on of a disti nct form of visual history. As 
Phillip Denny noted soon aft er its opening, “architects are 
now addressing the image, without deference to, nor any 
connecti on with, the so-called real. They are experimentally 
inhabiti ng the mise en abyme of architecture’s image culture: 
pictures passed around on Instagram, posted to blogs and 
websites, displayed in lectures, found in books and circu-
lated in emails and text messages have seemingly become 
materials to build with.”20 However, it may be contended that 
architecture is being constructed for the circulati on of these 
image, with the room as their creator and medium. The image 
may be the basis of much of the work at the Biennial, but 
its translati on, presentati on, or reconceptualizati on into the 
physical world appears to have taken shape in the room; the 
agent of instrumental display. 

THE DIGITAL EXTERIOR
The atomizati on of the room at Chicago was best illustrated 
by the factors driving the Biennial. Any turn towards a fl at-
tened cultural, is, to some extent, a reacti on to the growing 
access to informati on and content. Mario Carpo was fi rst 
to point out this lack of categorizati on, yet for formal and 
engineering capaciti es. His “search, don’t sort”21 criti que 
is evidence of the destabilizati on of previous hierarchies. 
In Chicago, the smooth fi eld of the exhibiti on culti vated 
this scenario across its fl oors, as the transference between 

media (as history) into space obscured spati al structures with 
media structures. Christopher Hight’s 2006 arti cle, “Inerti a 
and interiority: as a case study of the televisual metropolis,” 
investi gated such transference in his assessment of the televi-
sion program 24. Looking at the program through the media’s 
deterritorializing eff ect on domesti c subjecti vity, Hight pos-
tulated that in the program “the oikos no longer possesses a 
formal organic unity; instead, domesti citi es are conti nually 
divided into smaller pockets of space orchestrated by the 
interacti on between various members.”22 Heightened by 
the simultaneity of communicati on technologies and their 
visual segregati on of the individual from the community, 
the interior locales of each character existed without evi-
dent relati on to an exterior, pointi ng towards relati onships 
defi ned by mediatory hierarchies that overrode spati al ones. 
As Charles Rice notes on Hight’s work, “it off ers material by 
which to reconceptualize the relati ons between spati al con-
fi gurati ons of domesti city and the eff ects of electronic, and 
specifi cally montage, media.”23 Emphati cally, Rice claims that 
media is eff ecti vely prefi guring the constructi on of space. In 
Chicago, the emphasis on the reconstructi on from history 
(ie. its recent accessibility through contemporary mediums) 
highlights Rice’s point. The room maintains autonomy with-
out overall categorizati on, and architecture connects via a 
referenti al network not necessarily present in the physical 
manifestati on of the Biennial. 

This was most evident at a level of project content, where the 
Biennial exposes the room as an extension of the individual. 
Fosbury Architect’s J’ai pris l’amour, an updated studiolo of 
Federico da Montefeltro, covered an awkward transitory 
space in printed cardboard to depict the room of a hypotheti -
cal blogger. Revealing the permeability of the digital public in 
our physical private realm, the objects of the blogger’s life 
designated personality, and elucidated the compositi on of 
her existence confi ned to a bedroom whose technological 
extension expands beyond its physical extents. Here, the 
drawings represented both the girl’s space (bedroom and 
place of work), and her totality (objects and a digital social 
life); the room was associated with the constructi on of the 
individual herself, as if hybridic cyborg. DOGMA’s The Room 
of One’s Own: The Architecture of the Private Room played a 
similar game. As the most direct example of the room’s pres-
ence in the Biennial, the project focused on the concept of 
the individual and their room. Basing their studies off  Gilbert 
Simondon’s concept of individuati on as a constant process, 
they purported the individual room as a requirement equal to 
collecti ve space. Exhibited in a multi plicity of line drawings of 
famous thinkers’ rooms, along with three books that tracked 
the development of the private room from prehistoric sett le-
ment to contemporary urbanity, the project relies upon the 
existence of a room specifi cally for the individual without 
noti on of the room’s exterior. Evident in both, technologi-
cal communicati on now forms a digital exterior that allows 
each room to be disti nctly separate. As Hight notes about 
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Figure 2: Early conceptual collage for OFFICE 56 WEEKEND HOUSE, Merchtem, Belgium. OFFICE Kersten Geers David Van Severen, 2009-2012.

Figure 3: Ground plan of OFFICE 56 WEEKEND HOUSE, Merchtem, Belgium.   OFFICE Kersten Geers David Van Severen, 2009-2012.
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24’s operati ve method, “‘small worlds’ linked to each other 

via co-valent bonds of electronic infrastructures...unlink 
propinquity, propriety, and proximity from territoriality.”24

Emphasized in Chicago, the room of the individual has begun 
to operate as a molecularized totality, dissolving the noti on 
of a formal constructi on of homogeneous exterior;25 they do 
not act like cells that conglomerate a collecti ve but agglom-
erate as private enti ti es. Much like Robin Evan’s analysis of 
Robert Adam’s circuit plans, spati al considerati ons are not 
present because spati al interpenetrati ons are non-existent. 
Both DOGMA’s and Fosbury’s rooms are thus experienced in 
temporal series and communicate at a level of informati on 
ti ed to their temporal constructi on in representati on. 

CONCLUSION 
The prevalence of the room and its resultant atomizati on 
of space is, without doubt, related to JML’s form of his-
tory. While it is a specifi c one, the accessibility and depth of 
material is apparently sti mulati ng for many contemporary 
architects. Within this heterogeneous plane of informati on, 
the enclosure of the room maintains a form of autonomy to 
remove contaminati on, consistently reworking the limits of 
architecture’s mediati on. JML’s distributed categorizati on 
benefi ts from both the reconceptualizati on of history and its 

spati al implicati ons. The presence of theater, and the confl a-

ti on of medium and content leads to an exhibiti on in which 
confl uence and atemporality can become matt er. Where 
Fried saw ill-disti ncti on, contemporary architects have found 
new fi elds. Perhaps the best example of “Make New History” 
is Thomas Demand’s wallpaper (fi g. 4); an arti st well versed in 
the reciprocity between space and image, and the mediati on 
of both. Covering the walls of the northern Chicago Room 
with a repeated image of a folded piece of paper enti tled The 
Fold, the whole room becomes one of his models. The Fold is 
the image of the Biennial—a room—that explicates its atem-
porality and associati on across ti me by confl ati ng itself. Both 
stage and scene, the room is fi lled by installing itself in both 
the world of the Chicago Cultural Center, and its momentary 
historical extension. Once the wallpaper is destroyed, only 
the image will be left ; a history room with no ti me and no 
space. 
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